
Paralysis often strikes when we are unable to quantify and articulate, 
and this has been the case for many organizations when it comes to 
working with audiovisual and digital preservation. Today we’re going to 
talk about free and open resources that all help organizations enable 
action and move away from paralysis or a state of stagnation. We will 
hit at three different levels today. First Yvonne Ng from WITNESS will 
talk about The Activist’s Guide to Archiving Video. An amazing resource 
aimed at activists but relevant to everyone concerned with video 
archiving. The guide speaks to workflows, processes and practices. 
Erin Engle from the Library of Congress is going to talk about the 
NDSA Levels of Digital Preservation. An effective framework for thinking 
about and assessing digital preservation infrastructure. I will be talking 
at a lower level about two specific tools. 



I’ll start off by introducing Yvonne, Erin and myself up front, and we will 
take questions at the very end of all three talks. 
 
Yvonne Ng is the Archivist at WITNESS, an non-profit organization that 
supports human rights activists to use video to document abuses and 
advocate for change. Prior to joining WITNESS in 2009, Yvonne was a 
Research Fellow on the NDIIPP Preserving Digital Public Television 
project. Yvonne has also worked at New York University Libraries, New 
York Public Library, and the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre. 
She is a graduate of the NYU Moving Image Archiving and Preservation 
program.  
 
Erin Engle is a Digital Archivist with the National Digital Information 
Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) at the Library of 
Congress. She coordinates and contributes to communications, 
outreach, and social media activities for the Program and is the 
communications officer for the National Digital Stewardship Alliance. 
She has a BA in International Politics and French from The 
Pennsylvania State University and she received her MSLS from The 
Catholic University of America. 
 



I am Chris Lacinak from AVPreserve. We are a consulting and software 
development firm that works with organizations on activities ranging 
from collection assessments to digital asset management and 
preservation. Our clients include the Library of Congress, Indiana 
University, NYPL, The New York Six Consortium and the Museum of 
Modern Art. Aside from doing work for hire we also develop lots of 
resources including free and open source tools like the ones I’ll be 
talking about today. 



The two tools I’ll be talking about today are Fixity and MDQC. 



Starting off with Fixity… 



Checksum Generation and Validation 
MD5 or SHA256 

 



File Attendance 
Filepath 
inode 

 



Automated scanning and reporting according to a user-defined 
schedule 



Reporting locally and to email 



•  Fixity is one of these things that EVERYONE talks about, and 
some even generate checksums but VERY FEW have routine 
validation in place 

•  To do this using current toolset requires IT expertise that is beyond 
most organizations 

•  All other MD5 apps are for other workflows 
•  No other tools with similar functionality that were accessible to 

non-IT experts 
•  No other tool incorporates ability to identify moved/renamed files 

or file attendance and integrity 



See S12-Lacinak_fixity_demo.mp4 





Uses a reference file in order to help establish the parameters and rule 
set for comparison  
Define ruleset  
 
 





This is what we see in the photo, but when we look at the embedded 
metadata we see…. 



this, which is an ExifTool output. 



This demonstrates what iTunes would like with bad/no embedded 
metadata in files. 



And applications using embedded metadata allow things like this where 
iPhoto takes embedded GPS data in photos and videos and plots them 
on a map. 



Analyzes a batch of files, using MediaInfo or Exiftool 

 



Reports successes and failures against identified ruleset 



Because you have specifications and you need to make sure you keep 
an eye on them. 



Example of a statement of work. Both the file format specifications and 
the metadata specifications result in embedded metadata that you can/
should perform quality control on. 



MediaInfo and Exiftool can be used but to really use these tools in the 
way we are here you need to be a power user of those tools and of 
other tools to string together the workflow in an automated way. So, 
many people have done this work manually or aren’t doing it all 
because it’s too resource intensive. Doing it in an automated way saves 
a tremendous amount of time. We had been developing complex scripts 
to help clients do QC, and they required a level of expertise to run and 
maintain that were unreasonable. This led to MDQC. 



See S12-Lacinak_mdqc_demo.mov 
 



Find these tools and others at www.avpreserve.com/tools 




